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17.  What type of submeter is most commonly installed outside an apartment
and why?
In many buildings recently surveyed, the dedicated apartment circuit breakers (or fuses) were located either
in electric closets, usually located in hallways, or in electric rooms, usually located in the basement.  It is
preferable to locate the meters outside apartments, if possible, either in electric closets or electric rooms
because these installations tend to be less expensive, easier to accomplish, offer virtually no interaction
with the building residents, and present no aesthetic problems or other concerns.  The simplest installation
is an electromechanical meter in an existing or modified meter pan.  Any type of metering
(electromechanical, electronic, combination, or multiple) can also be installed in these common areas.  If the
closets are distributed throughout the building, PLC or wireless (see Question 19) can be incorporated with
the selected meter type for data collection.  If all the meter pans or breaker panels are in an electric room
confined to one or two locations, PLC and wireless may not be warranted.  To facilitate automatic meter
reading and off-site billing, all meters should be equipped with electronic or radio-frequency
communications.

18.  How are the meters read?
Both electronic and electromechanical (when equipped with an electronic interface) meters can be read
remotely, either through dedicated wiring , PLC or wireless, each with modem capability for off-site access. 
Manual reading is practical only when the meters are in an accessible common area.  This option may be
more costly in the long run (time-consuming readings) and may be prone to human error.

19.  What are powerline carrier (plc) and wireless data communications and
how are they useful for electrical submetering?
PLC uses existing building wiring for data communications between apartment meters and the building
central station microprocessor/computer.  PLC eliminates the need for expensive building rewiring and
addresses aesthetic concerns, as well.  Wireless data communications uses radio frequencies to
communicate over short distances within a building.  Data can be transmitted from each apartment meter (or
other devices, such as temperature sensors) to as many data collectors as required to ensure reliable
coverage, such as on each floor, or to a central building collector.  A combination of wireless to/from each
apartment to local wireless data collectors and PLC from these “regional” data collectors to a central
building complex collector is also typical for larger building complexes.  Each meter would need to be
installed with either PLC or wireless transmitters (one-way) or transceivers (two-way).


